District Schools and Pre-K Centers

To order books from the units through FAMIS, visit shopdoe.com and enter:

- 9781417897490 for the complete book collection for all Units
- 9781417895618 for the complete foundational texts collection for all Units
- 9781417895625 for the complete supplemental texts collection for all Units
- 9781417897506 for the foundational texts and 9781417897513 for the supplemental texts from Unit 1: Welcome to Pre-K
- 9781417897520 for the foundational texts and 9781417897537 for the supplemental texts from Unit 2: My Five Senses
- 9781417897544 for the foundational texts and 9780833543820 for the supplemental texts from Unit 3: All About Us
- 9781417897568 for the foundational texts and 9781417897575 for the supplemental texts from Unit 4: Where We Live
- 9781417897582 for the foundational texts and 9781417897599 for the supplemental texts from Unit 5: Transportation
- 9781417897605 for the foundational texts and 9781417897612 for the supplemental texts from Unit 6: Light
- 9781417897629 for the foundational texts and 9781417897636 for the supplemental texts from Unit 7: Water
- 9781417897643 for the foundational texts and 9781417897650 for the supplemental texts from Unit 8: Plants
- 9781417897667 for the foundational texts and 9781417897674 for the supplemental texts from Unit 9: Babies
- 9781417897681 for the foundational texts and 9781417897698 for the supplemental texts from Unit 10: Transformation